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Abstract—This paper presents the design of a multi-MHz
inductive power transfer (IPT) system showcasing lightweight
and energy-efficient solutions for non-radiative wireless power
transfer. A proof of concept is developed by powering a drone with-
out a battery that can hover freely in proximity to an IPT trans-
mitter. The most challenging aspect, addressed here for the first
time, is the complete system-level design to efficiently provide un-
interrupted power flow while allowing for variable power demand
and highly variable coupling factor. The proposed solution includes
the design of lightweight air-core coils that can achieve sufficient
coupling without degrading the aerodynamics of the drone, and
the design of newly developed resonant power converters at both
ends of the system. At the transmitting-end, a load-independent
Class EF inverter, which can drive a transmitting-coil with con-
stant current amplitude and achieves zero-voltage switching for the
entire range of operation, was developed; and at the receiving-end,
a hybrid Class E rectifier, which allows tuning for large changes in
coupling and power demand, was used. For the demo, the range
of motion of the drone was limited by a 7.5 cm nylon string tether,
connected between the center of the transmitting-coil and the bot-
tom of the drone. The design of the IPT system, including all the
power conversion stages and the IPT link, is explained in detail.
The results on performance and specific practical considerations
required for the physical implementation are provided. An average
end-to-end efficiency of 60% was achieved for a coupling range of
23%–5.8%. Relevant simulations concerning human exposure to
electromagnetic fields are also included to assure that the demo is
safe, according to the relevant guidelines. This paper is accompa-
nied by a video featuring the proposed IPT system
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I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE possibility of wirelessly powering electric unmanned

aerial vehicles (UAVs) was first demonstrated in [1]. The

means by which power was transferred to the UAV, hovering

15 m above the ground, was a 2.45-GHz microwave beam gen-

erated by a 5-kW magnetron, from which the UAV was able to

pick up a maximum of 270 W. Encouraged by this impressive

precedent from 1969, we developed a wireless power transfer

system to wirelessly power a UAV, using not a microwave beam

but inductive coupling, a non-radiative wireless power trans-

fer solution that has been widely proposed to wirelessly charge

electric vehicles [2]–[4]. Our demo uses a smaller UAV than the

one in [1], and the wireless gap is shorter. However, inductive

power transfer (IPT) allows for efficiencies higher than 90%

to be achieved [5], [6] and could, therefore, become a normal

solution to charge such vehicles.

IPT can be performed efficiently at low coupling if the Q-

factor of the coils is high. In [7], this capability was show-

cased: A light bulb was powered wirelessly using self-resonant

coils, where the separation between the source and the load

was reported to be of four-coil diameters. Various techniques

to optimize the link were, then, formulated in [8], and by im-

plementing this theory at multi-MHz frequencies, significant

improvements in end-to-end efficiencies have been achieved.

For example, in [9], a dc–ac efficiency of 77% was reported at

6 MHz and 3.5% coupling, and most recently, in our previous

work [10], we achieved 88% dc–dc efficiency at 6.78 MHz and

10.5% coupling. The introduction of wide bandgap devices has

also pushed the capabilities and end-to-end efficiencies of these

systems forward. For example, in [11], a 13.56-MHz coil driver

with a 1.3-kW power capability was developed using a gallium

nitride (GaN) transistor as the switching device.

One of the biggest challenges addressed in [1], which has also

been identified in more recent wireless power transfer (WPT)

systems proposed to wirelessly charge UAVs [12], is dealing

with wireless power transfer and variable position. Solutions

for variable coupling have been proposed for dynamic electric

vehicle (EV) charging IPT systems that operate at kilohertz fre-

quencies: Power throughput control is implemented either at the
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transmitting-end by regulating the transmitting-coil current [13],

at the receiving-end by changing the load impedance [14], or as a

combination of the two [15]. Interestingly, systems with power

throughput control only at the receiving-end do not require a

communication link between both ends of the system since they

can operate at constant amplitude current in the transmitting coil.

Increasing the frequency of operation to the megahertz range

and, therefore, relying on resonant power converter topologies

at one or both ends of the system limits the capabilities for power

throughput control directly on the power converters, since vari-

ables such as the duty cycle, frequency, and, sometimes, the

load resistance not only determine the power throughput but

also the soft switching [16]. Hence, when employing resonant

converters, power throughput control is often performed by ad-

ditional power conversion stages, either at the transmitting-end

before the inverter or at the receiving-end after the rectifier. So-

lutions for variable coupling using multi-MHz resonant power

converters can be found in [10] and [17].

The improvements in power capability, end-to-end efficiency,

and tolerance to variable coupling have significantly increased

the viability of implementing multi-MHz IPT systems for wire-

less charging in a variety of applications, an example of which

is the wireless charging for UAVs. Considering the vast range

of applications for UAVs [18], we developed a demo that is

capable of wirelessly powering a drone without a battery, while

it hovers close to a charging pad to showcase features that are

beneficial, and in some cases necessary, to wirelessly power or

charge dynamic loads, such as a hovering UAV.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a system

overview and Section III gives an overview of the IPT theory,

highlighting the theoretical possibilities and limitations of this

technology when considering spatial freedom. The requirements

for the design of the coils are, then, determined in Section IV,

considering the physical constraints and the range of motion

of the system. Section V examines electromagnetic exposure

guidelines to humans by performing simulations in order to

verify the safety aspect of the demo and, if necessary, to restrain

the current levels in the coils. The design of the inverter, a load-

independent Class EF, is then proposed in Section VI to cope

with the highly varying coupling of this application. Then, the

design of a hybrid Class E rectifier that can cope with the variable

loading conditions is presented in Section VII. Section VIII

revises the dynamics and comments on the performance of the

system. Section IX reviews additional prototypes created and

comments on the possible future applications of this technology.

Section X concludes this paper.

Some aspects of the design of this system have been pub-

lished in our earlier work. A first prototype, which operates in a

narrow range in coupling, was presented in [19], and the proba-

bility distribution of the IPT environment was presented in [20].

Additionally, an alternative design of the rectifier, mentioned in

Section IX, using a synchronous Class E rectifier, was presented

in [21] and [22].

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The UAV model implemented is a Hubsan H107L X4 quad-

copter. This commercially available drone comes with a lithium

Fig. 1. Photograph of the wirelessly powered drone.

polymer battery that outputs a voltage of 3.7–4.2 V, depend-

ing on the state of charge. At full throttle, the motors of the

drone draw approximately 13 W from the source. We replaced

the battery with an IPT receiver, enabling the drone to oper-

ate without an energy storage system in proximity to the IPT

transmitter; this was done to demonstrate the capabilities of the

technology in handling a variable load with a variable position.

Fig. 1 shows a photograph of the demo, including the Hubsan

H107L X4 quadcopter, with an on-board IPT receiver instead

of a battery.

The selected frequency of operation was 13.56 MHz because

the design of the coils (size, shape, and weight), especially the

one on the drone, is very restrictive. The option of including

magnetically permeable materials was dismissed since these

would add weight and, most likely, interfere with the air-flow

of the propellers. Also, a planar coil with multiple turns would

produce similar disadvantages at the receiver side. The benefit

of operating at 13.56 MHz is that a single-turn air-core coil of

roughly 10 cm diameter produces a sufficiently large reactance

to load the transmitting-end, and therefore supply the power

demand of the drone at minimum coupling, which for this ex-

periment was 5.8%.

The wireless power transfer design presented in this paper

was built to highlight the possibilities of motion and good ef-

ficiency of multi-MHz IPT systems, while also demonstrating

its feasibility to be showcased outside the laboratory. The demo

has been shown at the Applied Power Electronics Conference

2017, the Centre for Power Electronics UK Annual Conference

2017, the PCIM Europe 2017, and the Wireless Power Week

2018. The design, implementation, and analysis of the demo are

introduced here.

III. IPT FOR SYSTEMS WITH VARIABLE COUPLING FACTOR

A two-coil IPT system can be represented with the block

diagram shown in Fig. 2 and the circuit diagrams shown in

Fig. 3. Fig. 2 depicts the conversion from a dc voltage at the

input Vdc to a high-frequency current ip in the transmitting-coil,

which produces an electromotive force Es at the receiving-coil;

this voltage is, then, rectified Vo and, finally, regulated by a

dc–dc converter Vor e g
. Fig. 3 shows the equivalent circuits used

to represent an IPT link, where the IPT coils’ inductances are

represented by Lp and Ls , and their equivalent series resistances
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Fig. 2. Power flow diagram of an IPT system with variable coupling.

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuits of an IPT system. (a) IPT system.
(b) Transmitting-end. (c) Receiving-end.

by Rp and Rs , respectively. The rectifier’s input impedance is

Zsec , as shown in Fig. 3, and Zeq is the reflected impedance on

the transmit side.

The IPT-link block shown in Fig. 2 represents the exchange

of power between the transmitting and receiving coils (Lp and

Ls shown in Fig. 3), where the coupling factor k, a function of

the mutual inductance Mps , defined by

k =
Mps

√

LpLs

(1)

depends on the relative position of the coils [23]. k is defined

as an input to the system to investigate the effects produced by

changes in the relative position of the coils over time.

The other input to the IPT-link block is ip , which is the

amplitude of the alternating current fed to the transmitting-

coil by the inverter. Here, we consider the frequency of the

output current of the inverter fip as a constant, typically 6.78

or 13.56 MHz, which are the first two industrial, scientific and

medical (ISM) bands and at which the majority of multi-MHz

IPT systems operate.

The induced electromotive force in the receiving coil Es is

defined as the output of the IPT-link block and the input of

the rectifier. Here, we consider Ls as a constant and the external

capacitance, usually implemented to resonate the receiving coil,

as part of the rectifier. Es can be calculated 1 as follows:

Es = j2πfip k
√

LpLsip . (2)

On the primary side, the influence of the receiving-end is

represented by a reflected impedance Zeq , which can be for-

mulated as a function of the input impedance of the rectifier

Zsec shown in Fig. 3. Considering Zsec = Rsec + jXsec and

Zeq = Req + jXeq , we obtain

Req =
4π2f 2

ip
k2LpLs (Rs + Rsec)

(Rs + Rsec)
2 +

(

2πfip Ls + Xsec

)2 (3)

Xeq = −
4π2f 2

ip
k2LpLs

(

2πfip Ls + Xsec

)

(Rs + Rsec)
2 +

(

2πfip Ls + Xsec

)2 . (4)

This formulation allows the circuits at both ends of the system

to be designed separately, while accounting for changes in k.

A. Effects of Variable Coupling on Output Power

The effects of variations in power demand and coupling can

be described at the transmitting-end using the equivalent circuit

models shown in Fig. 3. The power dissipated in the reflected

resistance Req represents the power dissipated in the load Po ,

which varies in accordance with the power demand, and the

losses in all power conversion stages at the receiving-end. Thus,

we have

Po

ηr
=

i2pReq(k,Zsec)

2
(5)

where ηr is the efficiency of the receiving-end, which accounts

for the losses in the receiving coil, the rectifier, and the dc–dc

converter.

The output power of an IPT system with a given set of coils

and a fixed frequency of operation changes in accordance with

(3) and (5) with the following variables: k, ip , Rsec , and Xsec .

The value of k is bounded (kmin and kmax ) in accordance with

the range of motion of the system, and the other three variables

can potentially be utilized to regulate power as the position of

the coils change.

Controlling power throughput at the transmit side by vary-

ing ip is possible with a wireless communication link between

the transmitter and receiver. This, however, adds complexity

to the system and its dynamics. Such a system would require

an additional power conversion block at the input of the in-

verter, or the implementation of an inverting topology where

the output current depends on a variable other than the input

voltage. Varying Zsec (Rsec and Xsec shown in Fig. 3) is the

other alternative to control power throughput, with the benefit of

having a single control stage close to the load at the receiving-

end and not requiring feedback between the receiving-end and

the transmitting-end. Its main limitation, however, is that a sys-

tem that changes the input impedance of the rectifier to control

1Complex phasor quantities are marked as bold.
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power throughput cannot be optimized for maximum link effi-

ciency over the entire range of k and Po ; first, this is because if

Xsec is not equal to −2πfip Ls , the power factor at Es is different

than one, i.e., the same amount of power could be delivered to

the load with a lower current in the receiving coil and, therefore,

lower losses in Rs . Second, if Rsec is not equal to the optimal

load, which is the value of Rsec that achieves the minimum

losses in Rp and Rs in proportion to Po [8], then one of the coils

will have a higher than optimal circulating current, resulting in

higher losses in the IPT-link.

B. Integration of a DC–DC Converter for Power

Throughput Control

To vary Zsec , a pulsewidth modulation based dc–dc converter

is integrated as the last power conversion stage at the receiving

end, as can be seen in the diagram shown in Fig. 2, to regulate the

output voltage with duty cycle δdc−dc . As a consequence, the dc–

dc converter’s input resistance Ro changes with its input voltage

(or the rectifier’s output voltage Vo) and its load resistance (RL )

as follows:

Ro = ηdc−dc

(

Vo

Vor e g
(δdc−dc)

)2

RL (6)

where ηdc−dc is the efficiency of the dc–dc converter and Vor e g

is the regulated output voltage.

This raises challenges for the rectifier design because it must

operate at highly variable input voltages (2) and at variable load

resistances (6). In addition, the range of Vo has to be limited not

only by the ratings of the components of the rectifier but also by

the range of input voltages supported by the dc–dc converter.

C. Electric Dynamics of the System

The dynamics can be analyzed at both ends of the system

separately when the inverter is load-independent [21], given that

this feature decouples the design of both ends of the system.

However, at the transmit side, Req and Xeq can reach values

beyond the range of steady-state operation as the system enters

a transient, which may temporarily overload the inverter and

produce unwanted changes in the behavior of ip or, in some

cases, surpass the ratings of the devices in the inverter. Since

there is no feedback-loop required at the transmit side to regulate

power throughput, the dynamics of the transmitting-end have to

be considered solely for the design of the input filter and the

maximum ratings of the devices for step changes in k and RL .

At the receiving-end, the response of Vo has to be considered

as a consequence of a step change in ip , k (or Es representing

both), and RL . The behavior of the dc–dc converter and the

design of the filters determine whether the system remains stable

over the entire operating range of k and RL .

IV. DESIGN OF THE IPT-LINK

The receiving coil in this application is one of the most

restrictive elements in the design. It should be very lightweight

and the electric and magnetic conductors that comprise the

coil should not interfere with the aerodynamics of the drone.

Fig. 4. Photograph of the off-the-shelf drone with its battery (left) next to
the modified drone with a plated copper coil, the rectifier board, and the dc–dc
converter (right).

The size and shape of the coils also determine the coupling

distribution in space, confining a range of motion for a given

range of k. The design of the transmit coil is less restrictive since

the weight and aerodynamics are not as crucial as in the receiver

coil. Nonetheless, a system in which the transmitting-end is

mounted on a drone is discussed in Section IX.

A. Design of the IPT Coils

The receiving air-core coil was fabricated by copper-plating

a plastic structure with the shape of the propeller guard of the

drone, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. This minimizes the effect of

the coil on the aerodynamics of the drone and, at the same time,

achieves high coupling (k > 5%) over a broad range of distance

and misalignment due to the large loop area of the coil.

It was verified in previous experiments on the unmodified

drone that the presence of the magnetic field generated by the

proposed IPT transmitter had no effect on the flying controls

and also did not produce heating anywhere in the drone.

The transmitting-coil consists of a two-turn circular printed

circuit board coil with an external diameter of 20 cm and no mag-

netically permeable materials. The shape of this coil, previously

characterized in [24], can be seen in Fig. 5. Both coils were sim-

ulated using Computer Simulation Technology (CST) and mea-

sured with a Keysight E4990A impedance analyzer. It should

be noted, however, that the equivalent-series-resistance (ESR)

of high-Q coils is very difficult to measure accurately [25], and

therefore, the values from simulations are preferred over mea-

surements for the design of the inverter and the rectifier. The

specifications of the coils are presented in Table I, and the coils

diagrams are shown in Fig. 5.

B. Range of Motion and Variable Coupling

The range of motion of the system was limited by anchor-

ing the drone to the center of the charging pad with a nylon

string tether. The maximum coupling kmax takes place when

the drone sits on top of the transmitting coil with the coils per-

fectly aligned, and the minimum coupling kmin when the drone

hovers far from the transmitter at maximum separation. Cou-

pling depends on the length of the tether r, as shown in Fig. 6,

and the angle θ, which determines the misalignment.
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Fig. 5. Coils diagrams. (a) Transmitting coil. (b) Receiving coil.

TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE COILS AT 13.56 MHz

The maximum simulated coupling was 23.7%; however, the

maximum measured coupling did not exceed 20% at any point

throughout the range of motion. The length of the tether was set

at 7.5 cm in order to have a minimum coupling higher than 5%.

The minimum coupling was simulated and measured at 5.8%

when r = 7.5 cm and θ = 0◦. The distribution of k in space is

shown as a color map in Fig. 7, obtained from simulations using

CST.

If no external control over the flight operation of the drone is

performed, then its position in time is unpredictable and cannot

be described analytically. This is the case for the demo that was

built. It is operated at maximum throttle with no external control

over its direction, which tends to vary unpredictably. The drone’s

position can, however, be analyzed as a stochastic variable and

characterized using statistical data. The position of the drone was

monitored and presented as a probability distribution of k over

time in [20]. Fig. 8 shows the distribution of k as a histogram

with equal size bins of 0.5% coupling, when the drone is at

maximum throttle and has no external flight control.

Characterizing motion as a probability distribution is useful

because it allows optimizing for the link and the circuits at both

ends of the system for maximum overall energy efficiency, as

proposed in [10].

V. SYSTEM DESIGN IN ACCORDANCE WITH

ELECTROMAGNETIC EXPOSURE GUIDELINES

The design of an IPT system that operates in proximity to

human beings has to be done in accordance with the guidelines

on human exposure to electromagnetic fields. In IPT, since a

high-frequency magnetic field is the means by which power

is transferred, the potential adverse health effects that could

arise mainly from interactions between the human tissue and

magnetic field have to be analyzed.

The International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation

Protection has published a widely accepted set of guidelines to

minimize the risk of human exposure to electromagnetic fields

[26], [27]. For frequencies higher than 100 kHz, which is the

range relevant to this paper, the exposure limits are specified in

[26]. At frequencies higher than 10 MHz, only thermal effects

are considered to be of risk, and therefore, the only restrictions

are based on the specific absorption rate (SAR). Table II presents

the SAR limits specified in [26], which also coincide with the

regulations in the IEEE C39.1-2005 standard [28] at frequencies

higher than 100 kHz.

Despite both [26] and [28] giving different incident refer-

ence field levels that assure compliance with the SAR limits

specified in Table II for the worst case scenario, they are more

appropriate when designing an IPT application to evaluate ex-

posure limits using SAR simulations [29], [30]. We performed

SAR simulations using three-dimensional electromagnetic sim-

ulation software at the critical points of operation in terms of

exposure of the wirelessly powered drone demo, which is de-

signed to be enclosed in a cubic Perspex box 40 cm wide. The

simulation results at the two most critical points are shown in

Fig. 9, considering ip equal to 5.5 A, which is the worst case

among the viable solutions to power the drone efficiently.

The simulations show that the highest localized SAR value

from simulation is 0.00199047 W/kg, which is more than a
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Fig. 6. Cross section of the IPT-link describing the range of motion of the system. (a) Maximum coupling. (b) Low coupling.

Fig. 7. Distribution of k throughout the range of motion, limited by a 7.5 cm
string tether.

Fig. 8. Histogram of the coupling obtained from 3600 samples in 1 min.

thousand times lower than the SAR limit for the head and trunk,

for general public exposure.

VI. DESIGN OF THE INVERTER: LOAD-INDEPENDENT CLASS EF

The load-independent Class EF is a single-switch resonant

inverter that outputs a sinusoidal current waveform that is

TABLE II
SAR LIMITS FOR GENERAL PUBLIC AND OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE (W/kg)

independent of the load resistance. Also, unlike other single-

switch resonant inverters, e.g., Class E [31], EF2 [32], and

Φ2 [33], the load-independent inverter achieves zero-voltage

switching (ZVS) for the entire resistive load range. A constant

amplitude output current and ZVS are achieved inherently by

designing the passives of the topology (see Fig. 10), as pro-

posed in [21]. These equations rely on a fixed frequency of

operation and a constant duty cycle of 30%, which is the value

that achieves the highest power output capability of the transis-

tor. Therefore, the inverter does not require a feedback loop to

achieve load-independent operation.

This inverter was chosen primarily because achieving high

efficiency independent of the reflected load is very convenient

when dealing with an IPT system in which k varies. Also, it

allows the design of the transmitter and receiver to be done

separately. The load-independent feature decouples the effects

of the receiving-end on the transmitting-end, simplifying the

dynamics of the system and allowing power throughput con-

trol to be implemented only at the receiving end. Moreover,

ip in (2) can be considered load-independent, as can Es(k, ip).
The transmitting-end functions as a load-independent alternat-

ing magnetic field generator, and the receiving end copes with

power throughput control as k or power demand changes.

The design equations, selected from Table II in [21], are for

the special case of maximum power output capability cp , a ratio

of the self-resonant frequency of L2 and C2 , as shown in Fig. 10,

q1 of 1.66, and a ratio of C1 and C2 (denoted as k in [21]) of

1.2706, with a loading parameter p of 3. Thus, we have

2πfip
Reqm a x

C1 = 0.1096

2πfip C1Xres = 0.3403

ipReqm a x

Vdc
= 0.2938

cp = 0.1096 (7)
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Fig. 9. SAR simulations with an ip of 5.5 A. (a) Spectator watching from the side. (b) Spectator watching from above.

Fig. 10. Schematic of a Class EF inverter in an IPT system.

TABLE III
COMPONENT VALUES FOR THE INVERTER DESIGN

where Xres is the residual reactance given by

Xres = 2πfip
Lp −

1

2πfip
C3

. (8)

This set of equations is a practical solution to achieve load-

independent operation while operating at a lower input voltage

than in our first prototype [19] or the solutions presented in

previous works using this tuning methodology for Class EF

inverters [24], [34]–[36]. For this design, it is convenient to

operate at a lower input voltage since the implemented dc power

source is most likely to be of low voltage.

The component values used in this application are presented

in Table III. Fig. 11 shows the experimental drain-voltage wave-

forms of the switch for a drone operating at different throttle

values. It can be seen that, as expected, the drain voltage is zero

at turn-ON (fip t = 1) for all the reflected-load cases.

Fig. 11. Experimental waveforms of the drain voltage of the load-independent
Class EF inverter while powering the wirelessly powered drone.

Fig. 12. Hybrid Class E rectifier in an IPT system.

VII. DESIGN OF THE RECTIFIER: HYBRID CLASS E

Various topologies were considered when selecting the recti-

fier for this system. We first implemented a half-wave current-

driven Class D rectifier in [19], achieving good efficiencies at

large air-gaps. However, the drone needed to remain fairly dis-

tant from the charging pad so as to not exceed the maximum

input voltage of the dc–dc converter. In order to allow operat-

ing in broader ranges of k, we implemented a non-synchronous

hybrid Class E rectifier that can be designed for low input re-

actance deviation as the load changes. An alternative solution

based on a synchronous Class E rectifier is also mentioned in

Section IX.

The hybrid Class E rectifier topology is shown in Fig. 12,

coupled with the receiving-end coil Ls and a parallel capaci-

tance Cs to resonate the coil. At the transmitting-end, there is

a transmitting coil Lp and a current source ip representing the

inverter.
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Fig. 13. Equivalent impedances of the receiving-end of an IPT system with
the proposed impedance model of the hybrid Class E rectifier.

The benefits of this topology in comparison with other non-

synchronous half-wave Class E rectifiers are discussed in [37],

and the equations presented here are derived from that work.

The major restriction in the design of the rectifier for this

application is the range of the output voltage of the rectifier,

dictated by the tolerance of the components and, most impor-

tantly, by the range of input voltages of the following stage.

The dc–dc converter chosen for this design, the LMZ14203 by

Texas Instruments, allows input voltages from 6 to 42 V. There-

fore, the output voltage of the rectifier Vo should remain within

that range, considering the domain of Es [see (2)] to assure

an uninterrupted power flow and to avoid damaging the dc–dc

converter.

The design process of the rectifier begins by selecting the

point of k at which the link is to be optimized kopt and by

calculating the optimal load of the link at that point. For this

parallel-tuned IPT system, the optimal load can be calculated as

follows:

Raco p t
=

1

2πfip Cs −
1

X i n

⎛

⎝

Qp
√

1 + k2
optQpQs

⎞

⎠ (9)

where Qp and Qs are the Q-factors of the transmitting and

receiving coils, respectively, and Xin is the input reactance

(positive if inductive and negative if capacitive) of the recti-

fier. Equation (9) assumes the circuit shown in Fig. 13 to be at

resonance.

kopt was selected using the probability distribution shown in

Fig. 8 in order to optimize the system in terms of efficiency at

the most probable k. At this point, it is important to verify that

the range of reflected resistance (3) and reactance (4) is within

the range tolerated by the inverter for the entire range of k and

Po . After optimizing the link, the amplitude of ip should be

defined to provide the power required by the load Po .

The design of the rectifier is relevant to achieve operation

at the optimal load since the rectifier’s ac–dc gain Mv can

be determined by the passive components of the topology.

The rectifier’s input resistance Rin , which should be equal

to the optimal load at kopt , can be described as a function

of the dc load Ro , which is the dc–dc converter’s input re-

sistance, given by

Raco p t
= Rin =

Ro

2MV
2 . (10)

Mv depends on three parameters. First, it depends on the diode’s

duty cycle, which is strongly related to the loaded Q-factor of

the rectifier, given by

Qrect =
Ro

Xrect
. (11)

Xrect is the reactance of Chp
+ Chs

given by

Xrect =
1

2πfip

(

Chp
+ Chs

) . (12)

The diode’s duty cycle can, therefore, be designed by sizing the

inductance Lh and the capacitance Chp
+ Chs

in accordance

with the range of Ro .

Second, it depends on the ratio between the resonant fre-

quency of the reactive elements of the rectifier and the frequency

of operation given by

Ar =
frect

fip

(13)

where

frect =
1

2π
√

Lh

(

Chc
+ Chp

)

. (14)

Third, it depends on the ratio between the two capacitances of

the topology given by

B =
Chp

Chs

. (15)

The equation that describes Mv as a function of these vari-

ables can be found in Appendix A of [37].

In addition to designing the input resistance of the rectifier

to be equal to the optimal load, the input reactance, along with

how it changes as the coupling or power demand changes, has

to be considered in the design of the rectifier. This can be done

by representing the circuit connected to the receiving coil as a

single impedance Zsec (see Fig. 3) and can be calculated from

the circuit shown in Fig. 13 as follows:

Rsec =
1

Rin

(

1
R2

in
+

(

1
XC s

−
1

X i n

)2
) (16)

Xsec =

(

1

Xin
−

1

XC s

)

⎛

⎜

⎝

1

1
R2

in
+

(

1
XC s

−
1

X i n

)2

⎞

⎟

⎠
(17)

considering that Xin is positive, if inductive, and negative, if

capacitive. In order to achieve the maximum link efficiency at

kopt , Xsec has to be equal to −2πfip Ls . However, since Rin and

Xin change with load demand and Es , the link becomes slightly

detuned when operating at a different point than the one of

optimization. This feature can have a negative impact on the end-

to-end efficiency as it slightly detunes the receiving-end when

operating away from kopt , but nonetheless, it allows operating at

maximum coupling and minimum power without exceeding the

voltage ratings of the dc–dc converter, significantly broadening

the range of operation of the system.

The design variables of the rectifier are presented in Table IV,

and the values of the components are presented in Table V.
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TABLE IV
DESIGN VARIABLES FOR THE HYBRID CLASS E RECTIFIER

TABLE V
DESIGN PARAMETERS AND COMPONENT VALUES OF THE RECTIFIER

VIII. DESIGN VERIFICATION AND MEASUREMENTS

In order to provide the required power to the load, the ampli-

tude of the current in the transmit coil can be determined using

(5), evaluating Req at kopt and maximum power. At this point, it

is critical that the design is verified for the entire range of k and

Po , especially considering that ηr is also bound to change with

these variables. The average power consumption of the drone

was measured at full throttle and found to be 13 W, when fed

from a 4.2-V dc source, and the most probable k, selected to be

kopt in this application, is 10%.

The output current amplitude of the inverter can be deter-

mined by changing the input voltage (7). However, large changes

in input voltage may produce changes in C1 due to the voltage-

dependent output capacitance of the transistor. It is, therefore,

recommended to tune the inverter for a specific voltage value,

once the required ip is determined. The input voltage of the

inverter was set at 74 V, resulting in an ip of approximately

3.8 A.

A. System Simulation

The behavior of the system was simulated using SPICE to

verify its operation at the critical cases (kmax and Pom in
, and

kmin and Pom a x
) and the dynamic response between those cases,

assuming step changes in load and k from minimum to maxi-

mum and conversely. The simulated circuit consists of a voltage

source representing Es , the passive components of the rectifier,

and the off-the-shelf SPICE model of the dc–dc converter. The

load was modeled as a resistor. The results of this simulation

are shown in Fig. 14. The range of Vor e g
is well within the range

of operation, considering that the drone without modification

is fed from a battery, the voltage of which ranges from 4.2 to

3.7 V depending on the state of charge. The most critical value

in this analysis is the range of Vo , which was verified to be

Fig. 14. SPICE simulation results performing step-changes between critical
conditions in k and load resistance.

Fig. 15. Distribution of losses in the system from simulation.

within the boundaries allowed by the dc–dc converter, i.e., 42

and 6 V. Interestingly, if the dc–dc converter allowed a broader

input voltage range, the system could operate at a broader range

of k, resulting in higher spatial freedom.

B. System Performance

The average power consumption of the drone was measured

and found to be 13.0 W, and the average input power of the

inverter was measured and found to be 21.8 W; therefore, the

average dc to regulated-dc efficiency is calculated to be 60%.

The total losses on average, calculated at 8.8 W, are distributed,

according to simulations, as shown in Fig. 15. The power con-

sumption at the transmitting-end, when the system was driving

the transmitting-coil without the drone, was measured and found

to be 6.6 W; therefore, it can be assumed that the losses at the

transmitting-end account for approximately 75% of the total

losses since the losses in the load-independent Class EF inverter

are fairly constant as the load varies due to its load-independent
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Fig. 16. Photograph of two wirelessly powered drones fed from a single
transmitting-end.

switching performance. Also, since ip is load-independent, the

losses in the transmitting-coil do not change with load.

According to the calculations depicted in Fig. 15, the average

link efficiency is 90%.

1) Thermal Considerations at the Transmitting-End: The in-

verter accounts for most of the power losses in the system. Most

of the losses in this topology are in L2 and the transistor [21].

The power losses in the transistor (estimated at 2 W) are dis-

sipated through the board and a small heatsink attached to the

bottom of the board. The temperature of the board remained

well under 70 ◦C at no load, and it decreased when the load was

operating because of the forced airflow produced by the drone.

2) Thermal Considerations at the Receiving-End: A small

heatsink was added to the rectifier board since the temperature

increased above 70 ◦C at low coupling and maximum throttle

(i.e., low voltage and high current). The forward voltage of sili-

con carbide diodes tends to increase with temperature [38], and

therefore, in order to achieve good efficiencies at low couplings,

we designed for a maximum of 70 ◦C at the rectifier board. At

maximum coupling and maximum throttle, the temperature of

the diodes was much lower than 70 ◦C as they draw less cur-

rent. This point, however, is critical to the dc–dc converter as

the voltage ratio between the input and output terminals of the

converter is at its maximum, resulting in a lower efficiency at

this stage. The dc–dc converter could operate enclosed in the

compartment that typically holds the battery without a heatsink.

IX. OTHER DEMONSTRATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The demo described in this paper is the basis of various of our

ongoing projects regarding lightweight solutions for highly vari-

able coupling applications. An alternative design of the trans-

mitting coil to wirelessly power drones without a battery is

shown in Fig. 16. The coupling distribution of a system using

this coil, comprised of a single-turn copper trace with a larger

diameter, is steadier as the alignment of the coils changes. It can

also feed power to multiple drones without batteries, simultane-

ously. It uses the same inverter with a slightly different tuning

(slightly higher Vdc and a different C3) as the one mentioned in

Section VI, and the additional load to the inverter caused by the

second drone did not require an additional heatsink or a fan.

Coupling distribution and system optimization, as presented in

Section IV, can be utilized for the design of the coils in order to

Fig. 17. Photograph of the wireless charging drone.

obtain different specifications; for example, a lower variation in

coupling in terms of linear misalignment.

A. Using Synchronous Rectification at the Receiving-End

A viable alternative to the hybrid Class E rectifier designed

in Section VII is a synchronous Class E rectifier operating at a

constant duty cycle. The benefits of this mode of operation are

in avoiding very low duty cycles (less than 1%) when the power

demand is at its minimum, which could be the case for any non-

synchronous Class E rectifier, and in having broader possibilities

in the design of the reflected impedance of the rectifier as the

load changes. For the wirelessly powered drone prototype, the

rectifier was designed using the solutions for load-independent

operation in [21] to have an output voltage that is independent

of the load.

The solution implemented to trigger the operation of the

transistor, which is difficult in this type of system, is detailed

in [39].

The demo implementing the synchronous rectification solu-

tion draws more power from the source than the one that uses

the hybrid Class E rectifier, mostly because of losses associated

with driving the transistor, which in an application of such low

power are not negligible. The synchronous rectifier can reflect a

lower reactance to the transmitting-end than the hybrid Class E,

thus avoiding detuning of the inverter at higher power demands.

This, and the possible efficiency benefits of using a GaN tran-

sistor instead of a diode as the main switching device, suggests

that this alternative might be more suitable for higher power

applications.

B. Mounting the Transmitting-End on a Drone

The lightweight features of this technology are not limited to

the receiving-end. Fig. 17 shows a drone with an on-board IPT

transmitter, powered by the drone’s battery. This IPT transmit-

ter is capable of powering loads of up to 150 W; however, the

power capability is mostly dictated by the drone’s power supply

(the drone uses a battery model TB47D-4500-22.2-6S from DJI

that can output a maximum of 100 W continuously, including

the power needed to operate the drone). We designed and built

a dc–dc converter connected between the battery of the drone

and the inverter to boost-up the voltage from 22.2 V to the volt-

age required by the inverter. This additional power conversion
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stage can be used to regulate the intensity of the magnetic field

produced by the on-board IPT transmitter as the input voltage

dictates the amplitude of the current in the transmitting-coil

(7). This system uses the same design as the one mentioned in

Section VI, and the load in the experiment is an LED, represent-

ing a sensor positioned in environments with difficult access by

other means [40], coupled with an IPT receiving-end that uses

a hybrid Class E rectifier.

X. CONCLUSION

With newly developed resonant power converters and tun-

ing methods, in addition to the advantageous features of wide

bandgap devices, lightweight and efficient solutions for wireless

power transfer using multi-MHz IPT are made possible.

The development of an IPT system capable of wirelessly

powering a drone without a battery demonstrates efficient IPT

while operating with substantial freedom of movement. The

average end-to-end efficiency of the system was calculated to

be 60% for a coupling factor ranging from 5.8% to 23.7%.

Notwithstanding that this prototype was designed to power a

13-W load, a multi-MHz IPT can achieve dc–dc efficiencies

higher than 80% for higher power loads. The coupling range

could also be increased, potentially, in a less space-restrictive

application than the one showcased in this paper.

The development of this system considers the requirements

to showcase this technology and its capabilities to the public in

a safe manner. The simulations of the SAR presented show that

the magnetic field exposure to human tissues in this demo is

more than 1000 times lower than the maximum allowed in the

relevant guidelines.
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